
Manufacturer: Moody Sounds
Manufacturer’s address: 

Moody Sounds
    Gröngatan 4A

  38630 Färjestaden
Sweden

WWeb: moodysounds.com
Email: info@moodysounds.com
Telephone: 0046 (0)485 552303

Power supply: 6 to 18 Volts DC or 9V battery.
Power connector properties: 2,1 mm 
 pin diameter, negative terminal at center
 of plug.
Current draw at 9V: 2,4 mA
Maximum power supply voltage: 18 V
Minimum Minimum power supply voltage: 6 V
Weight: 0.34 kg
Dimensions (LxWxD): 125x100x55 mm

User’s
manual

compressor

Read this first!
Carlin Compressor can amplify a guitar 
signal much. Make sure all control knobs 
are turned all the way to the left before 
connecting the pedal to an amplifier. 
Then adjust the knobs to obtain a 
suitable sound and volume.suitable sound and volume.

Use Carlin Compressor with Mascot 9V Use Carlin Compressor with Mascot 9V 
power supply, which can be purchased 
with the pedal. If you are using a power 
supply of a different brand, make sure its 
voltage and its polarity is correct 
(specified below) and that it is intended 
for audio.



Thank you for using Carlin Compressor pedal! In order to describe the function of 
the Carlin Compressor, we will refer to image 1. The control knobs, switches and jacks, 
have been assigned numbers in the image. The list to the right of the image gives a 
brief introduction of what the knobs do and what function they have.

Carlin Compressor is powered with 9 Carlin Compressor is powered with 9 Volt DC (direct current). Connect Mascot power 
supply or similar to the pedal’s current jack, denoted by 1 in image 1. It is important that 
the polarity of the power supply is correct: its negative terminal shall be on the inside of 
the plug, that is, the part of the plug that encloses the pin on the current jack. You may 
also use a 9V battery to power the pedal. Remove the screws to the lid and connect 
the battery to the battery contact. 

Connect the cable from the instrument to the Connect the cable from the instrument to the input jack on the pedal. The input jack is 
the jack to the right (refer to the view in image 1) and it is denoted by 2 in the image. If 
you are using a battery as power supply, remember to remove the input plug 
when the pedal is not used. The power is on when the plug is in the jack!

Connect the cable from the amplifier to the output jack. The output jack is the jack to 
the left and it is denoted by 3 in the image. 

The FootswitchThe Footswitch, the “Bypass switch” which is denoted by 4 in image 1, decides 
whether the signal is routed to the circuit of the pedal or passed it. We call these two 
main modes of the pedal for Effects mode and Bypass respectively. Carlin 
Compressor is furnished with True Bypass, which means that the pedal does not 
affect the signal at all when in Bypass.

Image 1. Control knobs, switches and 
jacks are assigned numbers.

1. Current jack
2. Input jack
3. Output jack
4. Effects mode/True bypass switch
5. Compression/Sustain control knob
6. Drive/Dist control knob
7. 7. Volume control knob
8. Effect on/off indicator  

compressor



The pedal is also furnished with an Effect on/ off indicator: A light emitting diode, 
“LED”, denoted by 8 in image 1, is lit in Effects mode and it is not lit in Bypass.

Carlin Compressor is adjusted with three control knobs: SUST, DIST and VOL, in 
the image denoted 5, 6 and 7 respectively.

The SUST knob adjusts the amount of sustain and compression. When 
SUST is turned all the way to the left the circuit compresses and sustains the 
signal lightly. This effect is increased as the knob is turned to the right. 

The DIST knobThe DIST knob adjusts the circuit’s amplification and the degree of distortion at 
the same time. Both these properties increase when DRIVE is turned to the right. 

The SUST knob also affects the amount of amplification and distortion. However, 
if DIST is turned all the way to the left the signal is without distortion regardless 
the setting of SUST.

The VOThe VOL knob adjusts the degree of attenuation: when turned all the way to the 
right it does not attenuate the signal at all. When turned all the way to the left it 
attenuates the signal 100% and the pedal is totally silent. VOL affects the volume 
only and has no other effect on the tone. 

Carlin Compressor has an internalCarlin Compressor has an internal Trimmer which affects the range of all the three 
control knobs. You may tweak the properties of the pedal by adjusting the trimmer. 
To access the trimmer, remove the four screws to the bottom plate. The trimmer is 
located on the back side of the PCB. Use a small screwdriver and turn it gently in 
either direction. You will hear that the response of the three control knobs change, 
towards less sustain and overdrive or towards more sustain and overdrive, 
depending on the direction of turn. We set the trimmer to give the pedal a medium 
overdrive when both SUSoverdrive when both SUST and DIST are turned to max. Some users may prefer a 
different setting.

The Carlin Compressor was designed by Nils Olof Carlin in 1970. The 
Reissue/clone was worked out by Albin Roslund in cooperation with Nils Olof. The 
audio circuits of the two are identical but we decided to do some changes when 
the reissue/clone was designed. The changes are:

* the clone has true bypass - the original has a buffered bypass. 
* the clone is powered with a 9V power supply - the original uses a 9V battery.
* the clone has the input jack on the right side - the original has input on the left. 
* the clone has a LED on/off indicator - the original has it not.

The pedal is handcrafted in Moody’s workshop. Each pedal is assigned a serial 
number which is engraved on the inside of the lid. If you have any questions about 
your pedal, please take of the lid and refer to this number when you contact. 
  



SUGGESTED SETTINGS
1. CLEAN DRIVE
Sustain min - light compression
Dist min - clean sound
Vol max - light volume boost

2. CLEAN COMPRESSION
Sustain max - Carlin compression!Sustain max - Carlin compression!
Dist min - clean sound
Vol mid - light volume boost

3. TOUCH OF OD WITH COMPRESSION
Sustain close max - Carlin compression!
Dist mid - light overdrive
Vol mid - light volume boost

4. LEAD SOUND4. LEAD SOUND
Sustain max - Carlin compression!
Dist close max - lead sound
Vol mid - light volume boost
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Guitar effects, Building kits
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